Moveworks Control Center offers you complete visibility into and control of the inner workings of your bot. We know that—for our AI to make the greatest impact—you need a comprehensive understanding of how our platform interacts with your support environment.

With Control Center, you can view user profiles, knowledge, and forms, as well as diagnose and troubleshoot common problems or request help—all on one, easy-to-navigate screen. With unprecedented insight into the tools and systems you use every day, you'll quickly identify areas for improvement and gaps to fill.

Take charge of your Moveworks chatbot. The Moveworks Control Center makes building a seamless support experience effortless with a one-stop shop for understanding performance and maximizing impact.
User | Comprehensive user information at your fingertips

The User view provides a 360-degree profile of every employee with access to the Moveworks platform. This way you can ensure that your bot provides your workforce with accurate, personalized support in seconds.

Use this view to:
- See active user profiles
- Receive updates on user import progress
- Troubleshoot user-level issues
- Quickly identify sets of users with profiles missing vital information

Knowledge | Up-to-date reporting on your knowledge base

The Knowledge view provides visibility into the all FAQs and articles—internal and public—ingested by the Moveworks platform. With this information, it’s easy to fill in resource gaps, retire stale articles, or adjust information access as your support environment evolves.

Use this view to:
- Keep track of the articles your employees can view
- See new knowledge as it’s incorporated into the bot
- View internal and external source configurations
- Troubleshoot knowledge access or setup issues

Form | Actionable insight into form performance

The Form view ensures that you get the most out of every form. With insightful suggestions on how to make your forms chat-friendly, you can maximize their impact. Use this view to:
- View all forms imported into the Moveworks platform
- Create a comprehensive list of forms fillable in chat
- Receive practical guidance and tips on how to chat-optimize forms

Request a demo
moveworks.com/request-demo